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Abstract

We propose a new method for the classi�cation task of distinguishing atrial
�brillation (AFib) from regular atrial tachycardias including atrial �utter (AFlu)
on the basis of a surface electrocardiogram (ECG). Although recently many
approaches for an automatic classi�cation of cardiac arrhythmia were proposed,
to our knowledge none of them can distinguish between these two. We discuss
reasons why deep learning might not yield satisfactory results for this task.

We generate new and clinically interpretable features using mathematical
optimization for subsequent use within a machine learning (ML) model. These
features are generated from the same input data and by solving an additional
regression problem with complicated combinatorial substructures. The resulting
model can thus also be seen as a completely novel ML model that incorporates
expert knowledge on the pathophysiology of AFlu. Our approach achieved an
unprecedented accuracy of 82.84% and an excellent area under the ROC curve
of 0.9. One additional advantage of our approach is the inherent interpretability
of the classi�cation results. Our features give insight into a possibly occurring
multi-level atrioventricular blocking mechanism, which might improve treatment
decisions beyond the classi�cation itself. Our research ideally complements ex-
isting cardiac arrhythmia classi�cation methods from the literature, which can
provide a preclassi�cation, but so far left the important case AFib↔AFlu open.
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1. Introduction1

1.1. Automatic Classi�cation of Cardiac Arrhythmias2

The recent success of ML algorithms to classify cardiac arrhythmias is im-3

pressive [1]. However, the authors of this survey state: �A known limitation of4

current ML methods is that it is challenging to understand the rationale behind5

their results. The algorithms are not able to provide explanations for the patho-6

physiological basis of classi�cation outcomes, as they are unable to reveal the7

functional dependencies between data inputs and classes.� We agree with this8

point of view. For example, it is usually not clear if the classi�cation results9

[2, 3, 4, 5] were due to heart rate variability, to the particular shape of the10

electrocardiogram (ECG) curve (including low voltage �utter waves that corre-11

spond to atrial polarizations), or to a mixture of both. Wavelets have been used12

to extract features automatically [6], but this approach is so far limited to easy13

classi�cation cases and does not directly provide physiologically interpretable14

features. Parameters like the atrial cycle length are usually not provided, al-15

though they might be relevant for treatment decisions [7].16

Moreover, none of the surveyed studies addressed the di�cult and important17

special case of AFib↔AFlu, i.e., atrial �brillation (AFib) versus regular atrial18

arrhythmias including atrial �utter and focal atrial tachycardias with irregular19

ventricular response (which we summarize shortly as AFlu in the following). Ei-20

ther it is completely omitted as in [6], which focuses on the classi�cation classes21

normal beat, left bundle branch block beat, right bundle branch block beat,22

atrial premature beat, paced beat, and premature ventricular contraction. Or23

both physiological cases are lumped together in deep learning, �The atrial �bril-24

lation class combined atrial �brillation and atrial �utter� [3], and in algorithms25

based on heart rate variability for smartwatches [8]. Also studies that explicitly26

address �detection of AFib� in the title [9, 10, 11] can only detect the lumped27

class of irregular ventricular response which may either be due to AFib or to28

AFlu. The reason for this is that the special case AFib↔AFlu is di�cult. The29

typically available data, a surface ECG or a time series of heart beats, look30

very similar in both cases to most laymen, physicians, and computerized algo-31

rithms alike. High misdiagnosis rates and possible causes have been reported32

[12, 13, 14]. This is concerning, as di�erent treatments (often antiarrhythmics33

in AFib versus a highly successful ablation therapy in AFlu) are implied by the34

diagnosis [15] and atypical forms of AFlu are becoming increasingly important35

in clinical practice as a complication of left atrial ablation procedures [16]. See36

[17] for a more detailed discussion. The poor quality of expert opinion due to37

the di�cult discrimination poses also a challenge to automatized classi�cation38

by supervised ML, which often uses it for labeling training samples [3, 4, 5]. We39
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used an expert analysis based on intracardiac measurements as gold standard,40

which is only available with invasive procedures.41

Interestingly, the case AFib↔AFlu seems to be also di�cult for deep learn-42

ing approaches. As stated before, the di�erentiation between AFib and AFlu43

has been avoided in [3], where a deep convolutional net with 34 layers was44

trained using 91232 singe-lead ECGs. Also our results show poor performance45

of neural-network-based approaches. We conjecture that this might be due to46

the non-continuous nature of the underlying process which contrasts to the ap-47

proximation properties of deep neural networks.48

1.2. Complementing Previous Work in Automatic Arrhythmia Classi�cation49

Figure 1 visualizes our work�ow. Deep learning (DL) can robustly distin-50

guish samples that are either AFib or AFlu from sinus rhythm and 12 car-51

diac arrhythmias [3] with high accuracy. Other studies achieved similar results52

[6, 9, 10, 11]. As a reliable preclassi�cation (Phase 0) can thus be achieved auto-53

matically (or manually), we focus here on Phase 1 (generation of physiologically54

interpretable features) and Phase 2 (using them for AFib↔AFlu classi�cation).55
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Figure 1: Visualization of our work�ow from surface ECG to decision support for treatment.
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Thus, in the following we are going to assume that it has already been56

veri�ed that exclusively either AFib or AFlu is present, which is also true for57

our gold-standard data set (expert classi�cation of intracardiac measurements58

which are only available after invasive procedures).59

We propose to extend and complement the mentioned approaches with gen-60

erated features that are based on a pathophysiological rationale allowing to61

also classify AFib↔AFlu. Thus our approach is not an alternative to previous62

work of automatic classi�cation, but can be seen as an extension. In previous63

work, neural networks were trained with genetic algorithms [6] or with tailored64

stochastic gradient methods [3]. Our approach di�ers as it uses optimization in65

two di�erent phases. In Phase 1, features are generated solving mixed-integer66

optimization problems. In Phase 2, an automatic classi�cation is calculated67

using optimization. This approach is very modular and in general any classi�-68

cation algorithm can be applied in Phase 2.69

1.3. Feature Generation and Hybrid Modeling70

Feature construction has a long history, with early work dating back to71

the 1960s [18], and a plethora of feature generations methods, such as polyno-72

mial [19], by discretization [20, 21], by normalization [22], or grouping opera-73

tions involving min, max, averaging, etc. The current state of the art in feature74

construction, however, su�ers from three main drawbacks: exponential explo-75

sion of the feature space, di�culty to embed domain knowledge, and loss of76

interpretability. While the �rst drawback can be mitigated by feature selection77

methods, which can themselves be based on machine learning technology [23],78

the di�culty to embed domain knowledge and to interpret the automatically79

generated and selected features still remains. Our proposed feature generation80

does not su�er from any of the three drawbacks. Because it is based on the idea81

to embed domain knowledge (distilled into a mathematical optimization model),82

the generated features provide insightful interpretation to medical practitioners83

(but probably not to laymen), and exponential explosion of the feature set is84

not an issue because only few additional real-valued features need to be added.85

As our feature generation procedure uses only the input data (RR interval86

times) and is also based on optimization, the whole procedure can also be seen87

as a completely novel machine learning model, with a nested hybrid structure.88

On the outer level it contains a classical ML part such as a Support Vector89

Machine (SVM), and in the inner part an inverse simulation domain knowledge90

model. The optimization on the outer level interacts with the results of the91

optimization on the inner level.92

Combining machine learning models with domain knowledge is an active and93

promising �eld of research. A survey how �rst principle models can be com-94

bined in di�erent ways with generic machine learning models is given in [24] in95

the context of process engineering systems. One promising way is to replace96

uncertain parts in di�erential equations with neural nets using the concept of97

universal di�erential equations [25]. Machine learning can also be applied to98

make the solution of di�erential equations more e�cient [26]. The alternative99

is to develop and use physics-informed or biology-informed machine learning100
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approaches [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. The general idea is to design machine learn-101

ing models such that important physical properties like conservation laws are102

automatically ful�lled. This promising line of research is often linked to the103

simulation of complex �ows. A physics-informed neural network was applied to104

real noisy clinical data in [32]. Here, arterial pressure was predicted from MRI105

data of blood velocity and wall displacement. A common result of these studies106

is that by combining physics-based and machine learning models, it is often107

possible not only to improve the performance of the purely black-box machine108

learning models, but also to make them more transparent and interpretable.109

The mathematical model that we develop and apply in this paper can be110

seen as a simpli�cation of �rst-principle models for electrical conductivity in the111

heart, such as the Hodgkin-Huxley equations [33]. In this sense, our approach112

can also be interpreted as a biology-informed machine learning approach. See113

[34] for a survey of systems biology models and important properties.114

1.4. Summary of Our Approach115

The most important building block in Phase 1 is the inclusion of medical116

expert knowledge. It was unclear for a long time which role the atrioventric-117

ular (AV) node played in the transfer of fast but regular activations of the118

atrial chambers into irregular activations of the ventricular chambers. Or as119

Douglas P. Zipes stated in 2000, the AV node is still �a riddle wrapped in a120

mystery inside an enigma� [35]. Key to solving this riddle is the idea of a121

multi-level AV block (MAVB) [36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. The tedious procedure of122

manually adjusting possible MAVB combinations has been automatized with123

large success in the algorithm HEAT (Heidelberg Electrocardiogram Analysis124

Tool, [17]). The underlying hypothesis is that fast but regular activations of125

the atrial chambers result in irregular responses of the ventricles because of a126

(multilevel) succession of simple blocks of Type I or II. We considered atrial cy-127

cle length, blocktype, and a vector of blocktype-speci�c internal o�set counters128

and conduction constants as optimization variables. For di�erent values of these129

variables, forward simulation of ventricular responses (RR interval lengths) is130

possible, which can be compared to given RR measurements. A penalization of131

the di�erence in an appropriate metric gives a suitable objective function. In132

an inverse simulation, HEAT can calculate optimal solutions resulting in the133

smallest deviations for all training samples. The combination of mathematical134

model and optimization algorithm could also be seen as an interpretable expert135

system. The basic idea of using a mathematical model and inverse simulation136

for AFib↔AFlu classi�cation has been published before [17]. We here report137

a signi�cantly matured approach with a larger data set (4×) which allowed a138

systematic cross-validation, an improved mathematical model of MAVB with139

a better pathophysiological interpretation, a computational speed up (5000×),140

and an increased accuracy. Most importantly, for the �rst time we use HEAT141

for multi-dimensional ML feature generation and show the advantages of using142

clinical domain knowledge. The general approach to use domain knowledge plus143

combinatorial optimization for feature generation might overcome intrinsic ap-144
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proximation limits of deep learning for non-smooth systems, as they often occur145

in medicine and biology, e.g., [41, 42, 43, 44].146

1.5. Organization of this Paper147

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our machine148

learning approach and data. In particular, we explain a mathematical model149

that is used as domain knowledge to describe AFlu and derived features. In150

Section 3 we present numerical results that show that the proposed approach151

reaches an unprecedented accuracy, while a direct use of neural networks per-152

form poorly on the data. In Section 4 we discuss these results in several direc-153

tions: approximation properties of machine learning as a possible explanation,154

accuracy and impact, interpretability, and transfer to other clinical domains.155

Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.156

2. Methods157

2.1. Multilevel Atrioventricular Block (MAVB)158

We developed a mathematical model for MAVB based on the following ra-159

tionale. In physiology, refractoriness speci�es the time period in which a cell is160

incapable of repeating a certain action. Applied to any component in the car-161

diac conduction system, one distinguishes the absolute refractory period (ARP)162

describing the duration in which a cell can not be stimulated under any cir-163

cumstances and the relative refractory period (RRP) describing the duration in164

which the tissue can be stimulated under certain conditions, but may react with165

a modi�ed conduction [45]. Depending on incoming signal and RRP, a block166

ratio of n+ 1 : n can occur, where n+ 1 is the number of incoming, and n the167

number of conducted signals. Due to changes in cell fatigue or in the frequency168

of the incoming signals, this ratio may vary, even on short time horizons. For169

larger values of n the conduction times may change as well.170

Motivated by the physiology of the AV node, we considered it as a series171

of cell compounds in which a signal may potentially be blocked. Hence, the172

outgoing signal of block level I becomes the incoming signal of block level II,173

and so on, see Figure 2. Classifying atrial �utter with irregular ventricular174

response (AFlu, left) versus atrial �brillation (AFib, right) based on the surface175

electrocardiogram (ECG, bottom) is di�cult for experts and algorithms. If176

intracardiac measurements were available (after invasive procedures, like in our177

data set), the classi�cation would be easier (regular versus irregular, top row of178

the �gure), allowing to use it as a gold standard for training of machine learning179

models and for a-posteriori analysis. The input data of the feature generation,180

the measured ventricular (V) signals (rawRR), were extracted from the surface181

ECG (bottom of �gure). For both samples a two-level atrioventricular (AV)182

block was calculated such that the model parameter ∆a, the cycle length in183

the atrial chambers (A), is regular and the forward simulation in V is close184

to rawRR. We hypothesized that a small deviation (left) can be interpreted as185

a high likelihood for regular behavior (AFlu), and a large deviation (right) for186
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Figure 2: Visualization of our inverse simulation approach applied to two samples.

chaotic behavior which can not be explained well by the model (AFib), compare187

bottom zooms in the �gure, cf. [17]. It can be visually con�rmed that for AFlu188

the calculated ∆a corresponds well to the intracardiac measurements.189

This theoretical concept allows to combine di�erent blocking ratios n+ 1 : n190

(possibly varying and with linearly changing conduction times due to RRP,191

denoted as Type I ) on an unlimited number of levels. However, it makes sense192

to limit the number of possible combinations to avoid over�tting, to reduce193

computational time, and to stay close to clinical observations. We restricted194

our MAVB model to the �ve combinations shown in Figure 3 with a maximum195

of three block levels, consistent with cases described in the current literature.196

The resulting mathematical model comprises most di�erent classical and197

advanced block types, in particular typical Type I block [46, 47, 48], atypical198

Type I block [47, 49], the special cases of 2:1 and 3:2 Type I blocks, Type II199

block [50, 51, 52, 53], advanced second-degree AV Block [54, 55], and MAVB200

[36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Preferable in the sense of Occam's razor, this uni�ed model201

also allows an e�cient calculation of the most likely block for given RR data.202

AV 1

AV 2

AV 3

MAVB 1

Type I

MAVB 2a

2 : 1

Type I

MAVB 2b

Type I

2 : 1

MAVB 2c

2 : 1 / 3 : 2

1 : 1 / 2 : 1

MAVB 3

2 : 1 / 3 : 2

1 : 1 / 2 : 1

1 : 1 / 2 : 1

Figure 3: The blocktype bt can be chosen as one of the �ve depicted combinations of up to
three multilevel atrioventricular block (MAVB) levels.
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2.2. HEAT203

For the inverse simulation optimization problem we considered optimization204

variables x = (∆a, bt, oc), where ∆a is the atrial cycle length, bt the blocktype,205

and oc a vector of auxiliary variables representing blocktype-speci�c internal206

o�set counters and conduction constants. The objective function is denoted by207

Fi where Fi(x) measures the deviation of the result of the forward simulation208

based on x from the actual RR data sample i in the Euclidean norm.209

With the help of the software package HEAT we calculated for all training
samples i optimal solutions x∗i , i.e., particular values for ∆a∗i , bt

∗
i , and oc

∗
i which

resulted in the smallest objective function value

Fi(x
∗
i ) = min

x∈X
Fi(x).

Here X denotes the feasible set for (∆a,bt, oc) with lower and upper bounds210

for (∆a, oc) and �ve possible blocktypes that comprise most clinically observed211

types of MAVB, compare Figure 3. The bounds on the atrial cycle length212

∆a were determined based on physiological observations [45] (between 175ms213

and 400ms) and dependent on the blocktype bt and the input RR data. The214

algorithm is based on an intelligent enumeration (comparable to Dynamic Pro-215

gramming or Branch&Bound) of all possible solutions, assuming a time grid216

of 1ms for ∆a and oc. The proprietary software and the data set heatDS are217

available for academic studies on reasonable request.218

2.3. Features and Feature Sets219

As features, we investigated the time series of raw input RR interval times220

(RR), together with the derived scalar features heart rate variability (RRvar) and221

average heart rate (RRmean); the HEAT optimal objective function value F (x∗)222

(HEATobj); and the HEAT optimal solution (variable assignments) x∗ = (∆a∗,223

bt∗, oc∗) (HEATsol).224

To further increase accuracy and stability, we applied a moving horizon strat-225

egy to generate additional features as follows. From the nRR = 22 time intervals,226

we considered only nsub ∈ I := {10, . . . , nRR} on windows [1, 2, . . . , nsub] until227

[nRR − nsub + 1, 2, . . . , nRR]. This results in additional solutions Fi,nsub(x∗i,nsub)228

for i ∈ I. To investigate the robustness of solutions, we also evaluated Fi,j(x
∗
i,k)229

for j, k ∈ I, i.e., how well do optimal solutions of time window j perform on230

time window k. We thus computed the features HEATobj and HEATsol for each231

subwindow of RR intervals. The moving horizon approach also enabled us to232

use a comparison of the HEAT simulation based on one time window with the233

raw RR intervals of a di�erent one, as described above (�how well performed234

optimal solutions of time window j on time window i�?) (HEATfit). We refer235

to the resulting time series of nRR − nsub + 1 entries HEATobj, HEATsol, and236

HEATfit as HEATseries, to the generically derived features mean and standard237

deviation as HEATseriesAvg. Finally, we also considered patient age (age).238

Table 1 summarizes the sets of features and resulting dimensions.239
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Feature Set included Features
ML Model # Pars # Scalings # Hyp

rawRR = {RR}
CNN 287�487 0 2
SVM N-Gram 101�485 200�968 4

heatObjective = {HEATobj}
SVM 2 2 4

heatSolution = {HEATobj, HEATsol, RRvar, RRmean}
SVM 10 18 4

heatSerAvg = {HEATseriesAvg}
SVM 21 40 4

heatSerAvgAge = {HEATseriesAvg, age}
SVM 23 44 4

heatSeries = {HEATseries}
SVM N-Gram 91�1691 180�3380 4

Table 1: Number of optimization parameters (Pars), scaling factors, and hyperparame-
ters (Hyp) for the di�erent feature sets and ML models.

2.4. ML Models240

We used two classes of standard ML classi�cation models, namely support241

vector machines (SVM) and convolutional neural networks (CNN).242

Since a SVM does not incorporate the temporal connection between sequen-243

tial data, we �rst computed general features based on subsequences (N-Grams)244

of the underlying data. These general features are the mean and the standard245

deviation of a given subsequence. For the mean, any subsequence with length246

≥ 1 and ≤ nRR was considered. The standard deviation was only computed247

on subsequences of length ≥ 2. The hyperparameter nsub limits the length of248

the time series before computing the features. Before being used for training,249

each feature was standardized to zero mean and unit standard deviation. The250

necessary parameters for this transformation were computed on the training set251

and also used for the model evaluation. Based on these features, we imple-252

mented a SVM model in scikit-learn based on the LIBSVM library [56]. The253

underlying model is described in [57]. The kernel type (radial basis functions254

or polynomial) with a penalty parameter C and a kernel coe�cient γ (3 values255

each) and the length of analyzed subsequences nsub ∈ {10, . . . , 22} were tuned256

as hyperparameters using grid search cross-validation.257

We used a CNN architecture consisting of 2 convolutional blocks followed258

by 1 fully connected layer with recti�ed linear unit (ReLU) activation functions259

and 1 �nal fully connected layer with a sigmoid activation function and output260

dimension 1. Each of the convolutional blocks consisted of 2 convolutional261

layers with ReLU activation functions and 5 �lters of width 2 followed by a max262

pooling and a dropout layer. The dropout rate (10%, 20%, 30%) and nsub were263

tuned as hyperparameters during training using grid search cross-validation.264
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Other objective functions and architectures were evaluated manually in a265

preliminary phase, but not further considered as they gave no additional insight.266

Table 1 shows the number of optimization parameters, of scaling factors,267

and of hyperparameters for the di�erent approaches. The number of optimized268

parameters may depend on the hyperparameter nsub (the length of analyzed269

subsequences), therefore also ranges are provided. To avoid over�tting, each270

approach was evaluated on heatDS using repeated, strati�ed 10-fold cross vali-271

dation to estimate performance on new data.272

2.5. Data273

Our data set heatDS is a superset of the one used in a previous study [17],274

which contains details concerning the data obtained from patients exhibiting275

AFib or AFlu with irregular ventricular response during invasive electrophysio-276

logical testing or catheter ablation. The retrospective data was extended to the277

period between 2011 and 2018 and a total of 159 patients.278

For all 159 patients the classi�cation AFib↔AFlu was performed using elec-279

trical signals measured at the atrial electrodes by an expert in the �eld of cardiac280

electrophysiology. For AFib, we found that all examples exhibit highly irreg-281

ular intervals of atrial activation (qualitative assessment) in combination with282

a short mean atrial cycle length (∆a) of 182 ms. These data correspond well283

with the threshold of 200 ms that is referred to in the European guideline for284

the management of AFib [58]. In contrast, intracardiac recordings taken from285

patients with AFlu exhibited highly regular intervals (∆a ≈ 240 ms). In many286

cases, the correct rhythm diagnosis could be veri�ed by evaluating the reaction287

of the arrhythmia to catheter ablation. Among the group of AFlu cases, further288

quantitative assessment revealed a ∆a variation below 5 ms.289

Our hypothesis was that the dynamics of ventricular activations in short time290

periods contain enough information for a successful discrimination. Therefore291

we reduced the data complexity by extracting the time interval durations of 22292

RR intervals from the surface ECG using built-in calipers, to a precision of 1293

ms. Segments containing premature ventricular beats were excluded.294

In summary, we collected 380 examples which were diagnosed either AFlu295

(n = 190) or AFib (n = 190). We used either two or three disjoint examples296

per patient to increase the overall data size. We stored the time series of 22297

values corresponding to RR intervals, the patient's age, and the correct label298

AFib/AFlu for training and validation purposes. All other ECG data (including299

the intracardiac measurements) were not considered further, except for exem-300

plary a-posteriori illustration. The study was approved by the ethics committee301

of the University of Heidelberg and conforms to the standards de�ned in the302

Helsinki Declaration.303

In [59], we validated a previous version of our algorithm also against other,304

smaller data sets from the literature which focused on AFib↔AFlu discrimina-305

tion. Unfortunately, there are no larger data sets available that can be used as306

an extended benchmark. Usually, these either don't di�erentiate between AFib307

and AFlu in speci�c or they do not classify supraventricular tachycardias at all,308
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like the American Heart Association ECG Database for example [60]. E.g., all309

of the data in the studies [8, 9, 10, 11] is of no use for us, as it is unlabeled with310

respect to AFib↔AFlu.311

2.6. Implementation Setting312

All results were computed on a server running Ubuntu 16.04.4. The system313

had access to 1 TB RAM, an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699A v4 at 2.40GHz314

with 88 cores, and two NVIDIA(R) Quadro(R) p5000. The ML models were315

implemented using Python 3.5.2 and scikit-learn 0.20.3. The CNNs were based316

on tensor�ow 1.8.0 and trained using the Adam optimizer [61] with default317

parameters. The computational times were roughly 20 milliseconds per HEAT318

call (times 380 samples times number of considered subproblems per sample),319

30 minutes for training SVM, and 3 days for training CNN.320

3. Results321

3.1. Accuracies for Di�erent Feature Sets and ML Models322

We show the mean averages (averaged sensitivity and speci�city) and areas323

under receiver operating characteristic curves in Table 2. The results were324

obtained after repeated, strati�ed 10-fold cross validation for di�erent feature325

sets and ML models as described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.326

When directly applied to the input data of at most 22 RR interval times327

(rawRR), standard ML approaches achieved approximately 60%. The average328

accuracy increased to 77.58%, when Fi(x
∗
i ) was used as the only feature (gener-329

ated a priori from rawRR). A higher-dimensional classi�cation, which also took330

x∗i and several HEAT solutions from a moving horizon strategy into account,331

increased the average accuracies to 79.37% and 82.84%, respectively. Using the332

best approach, we achieved a sensitivity of 87.21% and a speci�city of 78.47%.333

An exemplary distribution of features is shown in Figure 6.334

For an implementation of a convolutional neural network (CNN) the poor335

performance of direct application to rawRR was also re�ected by high standard336

deviations. The number of ML parameters was two orders of magnitude larger337

Feature Set ML Model Accuracy ROC Area

rawRR CNN 57.26% ± 6.47% 0.60 ± 0.08
SVM N-Gram 62.03% ± 5.25% 0.66 ± 0.07

heatObjective SVM 77.58% ± 4.15% 0.85 ± 0.05
heatSolution SVM 79.37% ± 4.55% 0.87 ± 0.03
heatSerAvg SVM 82.18% ± 4.48% 0.89 ± 0.03
heatSerAvgAge SVM 82.47% ± 3.26% 0.90 ± 0.03
heatSeries SVM N-Gram 82.84% ± 4.31% 0.90 ± 0.04

Table 2: Average accuracies and Areas under Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
with standard deviations for the di�erent approaches.
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than for SVM, although only few layers were chosen due to the small size of the338

training set and compared to DL approaches to cardiac arrhythmia classi�cation339

[3]. The SVM results were quite stable. E.g., no signi�cant di�erences occurred340

for di�erent kernel types. The approach to preprocess rawRR using medical341

expert knowledge (HEAT) can thus also be seen as an approach to increase342

sensitivity without over�tting the ML model.343

3.2. Interpretability344

Whereas we observed that the calculated objective function values Fi(x
∗
i )345

were the most decisive feature for classi�cation, the features associated with346

x∗i are interesting from a clinical interpretation point of view. Figure 4 shows347

how the knowledge of the atrial cycle length ∆a∗ might be helpful for an a-348

posteriori identi�cation of �utter waves for AFlu in a surface ECG. The �gure349

shows observed and simulated data, as in Figure 2 left, but for di�erent input350

data from the same patient. The actual atrial cycle length is only available with351

invasive procedures and is di�cult to identify from investigating the surface352

electrocardiogram (ECG, rightmost zoom), where almost no atrial activation is353

recognizable. The intracardiac measurements are shown for illustrative purposes354

and coincide with the value ∆a proposed by HEAT (leftmost zoom). When no355

intracardiac measurements are available, this value ∆a could be of help for the356

physician, e.g., when carefully reanalyzing the ECG. An overlay of ∆a makes357

the task to spot atrial activations in the surface ECG easier (middle zoom).358

Figure 4: Exemplary illustration of how the feature atrial cycle length derived from a HEAT
solution can be a posteriori pathophysiologically interpreted and used.

Figure 5 again shows observed and simulated data, but for di�erent input359

data. Here, a three-level atrioventricular (AV) block with a varying 2:1 / 3:2360
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level followed by two levels with a varying 1:1 / 2:1 conduction was calculated361

(MAVB 3 in Figure 3). Again, the intracardiac measurements are shown for362

illustrative purposes (top). The close match to the calculated atrial cycle length363

∆a highlights the plausibility of the complex blocking mechanism. The optimal364

blocktypes bt∗, compare Figures 4 and 5 with two and three levels with varying365

blockings, respectively, give insight into the pathophysiology of the AV node366

and might be useful for choosing a good treatment.367

Figure 5: Exemplary illustration of how the feature blocktype derived from a HEAT solution
can be a posteriori pathophysiologically interpreted and used.

The high accuracy of ML approaches that used HEAT-generated features368

indicates that our novel mathematical model is an appropriate description of369

the complex blocking mechanism for AFlu.370

3.3. Moving Horizon Approach371

The results in Table 2 seem to indicate that additional accuracy can be372

obtained by using the feature HEATseries. It consists of time series data gener-373

ated from several calls to HEAT for input data obtained from a moving horizon374

approach. As explained above, nsub ∈ {10, . . . , nRR} was optimized as a hyper-375

parameter, with nsub = 17 giving the best results. The overall number of time376

intervals nRR = 22 was �xed. Therefore, the time series in HEATseries corre-377

sponded to entries for 6 di�erent optimization problems (1 . . . 17 to 6 . . . 22).378

An interesting and promising question is, if and how much the approach can379

be improved for larger values of nRR. Unfortunately, the idea to use several opti-380

mization results in one feature set came up later in the project, when data from381

many patients was already collected, with small numbers of RR intervals. Con-382

sidering the collected number of RR intervals for the 159 patients, the average383

number is 51 with a range from 22 to 111. This made a rigorous cross-validated384

comparison of larger values of nRR di�cult, as our data base was simply not385
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large enough. However, a study showed large potential: the accuracy rose from386

82.94% to 92.50% for long time horizons of nRR = 90 intervals. However, this387

result needs to be cross-validated on larger data sets.388

4. Discussion389

4.1. Impact, Accuracy, and Applicability390

Being able to classify AFib↔AFlu is clinically relevant. There are a va-391

riety of treatments (antiarrhythmics, di�erent kinds of ablations and ablation392

systems) with di�erent side e�ects and chances for curing the patient. A cor-393

rect classi�cation is imperative to choose the best treatment [15]. Therefore a394

usage of the proposed approach for clinical decision support might be of great395

help, especially when considering the excellent classi�cation accuracy and in-396

terpretability of calculated features on the one hand, and the di�culty of the397

classi�cation task for unexperienced clinicians on the other hand.398

All ML approaches that were applied directly to the input data (rawRR) re-399

sulted in average accuracies of approximately 60%. These low accuracies were400

not surprising, as AFib↔AFlu is a di�cult case even for experts [12, 13, 14]401

and was explicitly excluded in recent studies [3]. AFib may be overdiagnosed402

because of coarse �brillatory waves which are reminiscent of AFlu [13, 62], the403

presence of artifacts, or premature atrial complexes [63]. AFlu may be overdiag-404

nosed because the low-voltage �utter waves that indicate AFib can be hardly405

discernible in the surface ECG, compare Figures 2 and 4, or because a pseu-406

doregularization may occur [64], see also Section 4.5. The achieved accuracies407

are similar to previous results to analyze AFib↔AFlu, e.g., based on cluster-408

ing of RR times or nodal recovery approaches [59]. Note that the N-Gram409

approach implicitly considers RRvar, RRmean and is thus a superset of features410

used in current smartwatch algorithms [8]. Hence, the low accuracy gives a hint411

why AFib↔AFlu can not currently be treated by them.412

Using HEAT for an a-priori calculation of heatObjective was signi�cantly413

more successful with an average accuracy of 77.58%, although the input data414

was identical (rawRR). Using heatSolution features resulted in an increased415

average accuracy of 82.84% (sensitivity 87.21%). Further improvements can416

be expected if settings of the HEAT algorithm (such as a lower bound on ∆a417

or grid sizes) were optimized as hyperparameters, if underlying model assump-418

tions were adapted after careful analysis of wrongly classi�ed samples, once419

more training samples become available, and if covariates were considered. Age420

(heatSerAvgAge) did not seem to have a signi�cant impact on accuracy, though.421

Using ML with HEAT-generated features has the drawback that for every422

classi�cation sample an optimal solution of the MAVB needs to be calculated.423

However, the additional runtime of 20 milliseconds should be acceptable in a424

clinical context and will be outweighed by several advantages.425

First, the approach is applicable in clinical practice. We assumed that in426

a previous assessment the presence of either AFib or AFlu was veri�ed. Seen427

from another angle, our approach is a reasonable complement to generic DL428
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approaches for cardiac arrhythmias [3]. It can use the prior classi�cation of429

AFib and AFlu into one cluster, and can classify AFib↔AFlu in a following430

step. HEAT can be run on a server. A secure client-server architecture has431

been implemented [59]. It allows communication with a smartphone app that432

generates rawRR data from ECG-derived pictures or beeps from a heart monitor.433

A similar procedure could be implemented for wearables and smartwatches.434

Second, the dominance of the HEATobj feature and the availability of a distri-435

bution, compare Figure 6, allow calculation of a probability for the classi�cation436

(the higher the value, the more likely AFib). Such a value would help clinicians437

to estimate the validity of the suggested diagnosis. From Figure 6 one observes438

the clear separation of atrial �utter (AFlu) and atrial �brillation (AFib) with439

respect to HEATobj. The two model parameters in x∗, the atrial cycle length440

∆a and the blocktype bt do not allow a straightforward classi�cation.441

Figure 6: Representative pairwise plot of features obtained from a heatSolution SVM classi-
�cation, compare Table 2.

Third and as discussed above, it results in a high accuracy. It is an open442

question whether a similar accuracy could be achieved with DL without the443

explicit modeling of expert knowledge. Probably yes, if the number of veri�ed444

training samples, of hidden layers, and the computational resources were large445

enough, but even then the approach would lack interpretability.446

4.2. Interpretability447

Interpretability is the fourth and most important advantage of the proposed448

approach.449
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Led by text classi�cation and image processing, machine learning has been450

conquering many areas of modern life and the sciences. Despite some disappoint-451

ments [65], the combination of statistical modeling, optimization algorithms,452

increased computing power, open source initiatives, and availability of data453

has led to spectacular breakthroughs and an omnipresence of Arti�cial Intel-454

ligence in modern life and research, also in clinical information systems [66].455

Yet, the unprecedented success of data-driven ML is accompanied by worries456

about acceptance, robustness of validation procedures, and interpretability of457

the results. These aspects are repeatedly named as main limitations of cur-458

rent AI systems demanding further research [67], in particular in healthcare459

applications [68, 69, 70]. Transparency and interpretability are explicit goals of460

national research programs. For instance, according to the National Arti�cial461

Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan of the US �A key research462

challenge is increasing the `explainability' or `transparency' of AI. Many algo-463

rithms, including those based on deep learning (DL), are opaque to users, with464

few existing mechanisms for explaining their results. This is especially problem-465

atic for domains such as healthcare, where doctors need explanations to justify466

a particular diagnosis or a course of treatment.� [71]. Similar statements can467

be found in the German national AI strategy report [72].468

We reduced the complexity of the data a priori by considering only time469

points of the clearly visible R waves (the beeps of a heart rate monitor) cor-470

responding to ventricular activation. This makes the underlying data more471

assessable to humans. HEAT provides also HEATsol, i.e., the optimal solution472

x∗ = (∆a∗, bt∗, oc∗). These values can be interpreted by experts, and used473

for the treatment decision making. For example, the atrial cycle length ∆a∗474

proposed by HEAT could be of help for the physician when carefully reanalyz-475

ing the ECG, compare Figure 4. Furthermore, the absolute cycle length could476

help identifying patients with typical atrial �utter (∆a ∼ 200 ms) or predicting477

procedural success [7]. In addition, for AFlu �a thorough understanding of elec-478

trophysiological properties and anatomical landmarks is essential in achieving479

a successful ablation outcome and in reducing complication rates� [73]. Some-480

times it is even claimed that �the classic ECG-based diagnoses of tachycardias481

and AFib are of little importance today because treatment is based on the di-482

rect management of the trigger mechanism� [74]. We believe that estimates of483

the atrial cycle length or the blocktype, compare Figures 4 and 5, could be a484

valuable asset to clinical decision making.485

4.3. Impact of ML Architectures and Feature Selection on Accuracy486

Table 2 shows the accuracies for di�erent machine learning architectures.487

After reasonable e�ort to investigate di�erent architectures none resulted in an488

accuracy signi�cantly above 60% when directly working with rawRR. We think489

that this is mainly due to the comparatively small amount of data samples490

and the di�culty to tailor standard ML architectures to the speci�c time se-491

ries character of RR intervals. When the features that were generated using492

domain knowledge were additionally considered, SVM outperformed our CNN493

architectures, see the discussion in the next subsection. We expect a di�erent494
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behavior if neural network architectures were used that explicitly address time495

series, such as recurrent networks.496

A key ingredient in the proposed approach is the generation of features via497

domain knowledge. We solved an inverse optimization problem for the mathe-498

matical MAVB model introduced in Section 2.1. This generic approach seems499

preferable not only for the aforementioned reason of interpretability, but also500

because it makes the cumbersome tailoring of a generic neural network archi-501

tecture for the speci�c classi�cation task obsolete. The classi�cation in the low-502

dimensional feature space can be e�ciently and accurately done with SVMs.503

The selection of features was straightforward, as there are only few model504

parameters that are calculated along with the objective function value. The505

latter alone was decisive and would already be enough for a high-accuracy 1-506

dimensional linear classi�er (i.e., using a simple threshold value), compare the507

entry for heatObjective in Table 2. The additional features that we consid-508

ered in heatSolution did increase accuracy additionally, although we see the509

main bene�t of block type, atrial cycle length, and conduction constants in the510

physiological interpretability. Future work should focus on a consideration of511

sets of optimal solutions and solutions on moving time horizons. In this context512

the impact of heatSolution might increase further.513

4.4. Approximation Properties of Machine Learning Approaches514

It is well known that feed-forward neural networks are universal approxi-515

mators of continuous functions, if either the number of neurons on one hidden516

layer [75] or the number of layers for a �xed number of neurons per layer [76]517

may grow. However, it is also well known that these beautiful theoretical results518

come at the price of a potentially large number of weights distributed over the519

hidden layers of the neural net. Adaptive activation functions seem to have520

better approximation properties [77], but the main di�culty of current archi-521

tectures should be the same. To get an idea why CNNs do not seem to perform522

well on AFib↔AFlu, for deep nets with 34 layers as in [3] as well as in our523

prototypical implementation, we analyze Figure 7.524

It shows the feature HEATobj, i.e., the optimal objective function value Fi(x)525

provided by HEAT, for 801 di�erent arti�cial input vectors x. As input, 17 RR526

intervals of an exemplary patient were chosen. 16 of them are kept �xed, while527

one particular interval length in the middle was varied with deviations of -400ms528

to +400 ms in steps of 1ms. The plot shows locally quadratic behavior, which is529

due to the quadratic objective function (Euclidean norm). The discontinuities530

are due to clipping of solutions that result in deviations of more than 150ms531

between signals. The main take-away from the plot is that the minimal objective532

function value as a function of the input consists of many piecewise quadratic533

segments. Estimating the number of ReLU-induced linear segments necessary534

to approximate this important feature for classi�cation, one easily reaches large535

numbers: assume 20 linear segments, and use nsub = 17 as an exponent. Of536

course the feature HEATobj is only an approximation of the real process, but the537

mathematical modeling based on physiological knowledge and the high accuracy538

indicate that the real MAVB will show a similar behavior. Given the additional539
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Figure 7: The objective function of our mathematical model �uctuates strongly with the input
signal, a possible explanation why deep learning approaches yield poor approximations.

di�culty that for this di�cult classi�cation task only few labeled training data is540

available, we conjecture that it will be di�cult to train CNNs with a reasonable541

classi�cation accuracy without using domain knowledge.542

4.5. Classi�cation failures543

While our novel approach resulted in excellent area under the curve values,544

there were still misclassi�cation samples. Figure 8 shows an atrial �brillation545

case with a very fast (160 beats per minute), but pseudoregular ventricular con-546

traction, shown in the surface lead at the bottom. The atrial contraction on547

the other hand is totally chaotic as shown by intracardiac measurements dis-548

played in the top. Due to this pseudoregularization, the best MAVB simulation549

matched the observed data quite well and led to a misclassi�cation. It is well550

known that at very high frequencies of AFib a pseudoregularization can occur551

[64]. Here, the RR variability decreases with an increase in heart rate, which552

leads to an almost regular rhythm despite a totally chaotic atrial contraction.553

As a consequence, these AFib cases with high ventricular rates might be more554

likely to match a regular MAVB or even a 1 : 1 conduction. In our approach555

pseudoregularizations result in relatively low objective function values which556

impair correct classi�cation.557

Just as for experts, the presence of artifacts or premature atrial complexes558

[63] might also lead to a misclassi�cation. It is an open question how to extend559

the mathematical model in Section 2.1 such that pseudoregularization can be560

detected automatically and the overall speci�city increases without impairing561

the sensitivity. Using the feature atrial cycle length in a more elaborate way or562

additionally classifying the �utter waves might be helpful in this context.563
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Figure 8: Example of a misclassi�cation.

An intrinsic limitation for the classi�cation accuracy using our approach564

arises from false positives, i.e., cases of AFib, that �by chance� are very close565

to multi-level blocks. The mathematical question of how dense random rawRR566

instances are in the space of all MAVB solutions is open.567

4.6. Generalization to other cases of clinical decision support568

Our proposed approach can be generalized as �enhance ML approaches by569

features based on understandable and interpretable mathematical models of clini-570

cal expert knowledge that exhibit complex dynamic behavior�. Personalizing these571

mathematical models results in model parameters that can be used for classi�-572

cation, prediction and dynamic strati�cation, but also interpreted by clinicians.573

Diagnosis of other cardiac arrhythmias could be done in a similar way as above.574

But also for diseases like acute leukemias [78, 79] or polycythemia vera [80]575

there are mathematical models which have been validated with measurement576

data, and which contain estimated personalized model parameters like stem cell577

proliferation rates. Such hidden parameters can usually not be observed directly578

and could be very useful for clinical decision making [81].579

We believe that it is better to use interpretable models than to explain580

black box models [82]. An integration of interpretable expert systems written581

as optimization models with today's powerful ML approaches might result in582

better healthcare with interpretable results.583

5. Conclusions584

We proposed a method for the di�cult classi�cation task AFib↔AFlu that585

combines expert models and machine learning. On our test set of gold stan-586

dard, our approach was highly successful and reached a classi�cation accuracy587
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of 82.84% and area under the ROC curve of 0.9. In contrast, for short RR time588

series and comparably few labeled training samples, we could not achieve such589

an accuracy with a purely data-driven ML model.590

Our work ideally complements deep-learning-based methods, which can pro-591

vide a preclassi�cation, but can not further distinguish between AFib and AFlu.592

However, this distinction is highly relevant from a clinical perspective. The clas-593

si�cation itself together with corresponding features calculated by HEAT may594

be interpreted by medical experts and utilized for the treatment decision. As595

runtimes of the algorithm are low enough for real-time requirements, it appears596

to be applicable as a decision-support tool for clinical practice.597

An open question is how to further reduce failure cases due to so-called598

pseudoregularization as discussed in Subsection 4.5.599

Finally, we proposed to create features from optimal solutions of domain-600

knowledge models and to search for unknown patterns in a lower-dimensional601

feature space. We think that this general approach of combining the inter-602

pretability of expert systems with the deductive power of data-driven ML can603

and should be transferred to other cases of clinical decision support.604
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